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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to develop an effective method to analyze Regions of interest (ROI).
A psychophysical experiment was conducted in this study. The observer’s eye movement
L* values.
The delta L
counting methods. Thirty observers participated in visual experiment (19 females and 11
males whose average age was 23). The experimental images were were categorized into
three groups, portraits, landscapes with architectural images, indoor multiple objects images.
of eye movements between images. The delta L
is easy to understand and is more effective by computing the difference only based on ROIs
than that based on entire image. The results also showed that eye-tracking data is robust for
evaluating image quality study.
1. INTRODUCTION
More recent studies were to identify the Region(s) of Interest (ROI) in an image, which is
kaya et al., 1996; Privitera & Stark, 2000; Privitera et al, 2005). Privitera and Stark indicated
by their spatial distribution over the visual stimulus and their temporal ordering (Privitera
& Stark, 2000). They developed an image quality model based on the focus of visual attention of an image rather than the entire image (Santella & DeCarlo, 2004). Privitera et
al. conducted a series of experiments to predict the scan-paths of eye movements using an
eye-tracking system (Privitera et al., 2005). They then used geometrical spatial kernels and
sequently performed compression on the areas based on ROIs of an image (Nguyen et al.,
2006). The algorithm only addresses grayscale images and therefore may not work well for
colour images.
and timely acquisition of visual information during complex visual-cognitive tasks (Henderson & Hollingworth, 1998). The eye tracking technique has widely applied in various
research areas, such as human factor and interface design, advertising and marketing, psychology and neuroscience, attention span and visual text. In the image assessment research
of ROI for viewing images (Wooding, 2002). This study was designed to be different from
the previous studies by employing eye-tracking technique. The aim of this study is to develop an effective method to analyze ROI.
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2. EXPERIMENT
2.1 Sample Preparation
The experimental images were selected from ISO standards and some were collected from
categorized into three groups, portraits, landscapes with architectural images, indoor multiple objects images. The experimental images were then selected from each category for the
current experiment as shown in Fig. 1. The size of an image was 1280 by 768 (pixels). The
images were randomly displayed during each observation session where the background was
a mid-grey colour having L* about 60.

Figure 1 The images used in Experiment. Figure 2: The eye tracking apparatus set for
experimental condition.
2.2 Psychophysical Experiment
A EyeLink II was used using an infra-red head-mounted, video-based, pupil and corneal
data rate (more than 250 samples per second). It was easy to operate and required less than a
minute to conduct the calibration process before commencing the experiment. Fig. 2 shows
the experimental condition. Observers sat in front of the LCD-TV and wore a headset contaipixel and the eye position of the image was stored on the Host PC. The observers judged
image quality on the stimulus monitor controlled by the Display PC. The eye-movement data
in a form ready to be used for the data analysis. A 30-inch LCD-TV was adopted to display
images. The study was conducted in a laboratory with an ambient illuminance at about 230
lux, and a correlated colour temperature (CCT) close to 6,500K.
2.3 Observers
Thirty observers participated in Experiment I (19 females and 11 males whose average age
was 23). All were staff members and postgraduate students from the School of Design, at the
National Yunlin University of Science and Technology. All had normal color vision, according to the Ishihara color vision test.
2.4 Data Analysis
All results were reported in terms of CIELAB color differences (CIE, 2004). Fig. 3 shows the
the original image and eye movement data. Each pixel of an image was started as sRGB data
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2.5 Construction of the Fixation Map
The weight ( w
maximum value of the image considered. Finally, the L* value of pixel (i,j) was calculated
using Eq. (1) by multiplying the L* value of original image by the weight for the pixel in
question.

L*ij

L'ij wij

(1)

where L’ij is the L* value for pixel (i,j) and wij

wij
where Iij
quency of the pixel in question.

Iij
Imaxij

(2)
(ij), and Imax is the peak value of the fre-

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
and is more effective by computing the difference only based on ROIs which received more
attention. The present results showed that observers tend to ignore the blue sky, grass and
foliage in the landscape images; they almost always pay attention to the main objects of
the image, such as a building, a fountain. As mentioned earlier, Privitera, and Henderson
and Hollingworth, paved a new wave of ROI research (Privitera et al., 2005; Henderson &
Hollingworth, 1998). The present study continued their studies by focusing more detailed
examination of ROI. It can be concluded that the eye movement measurements provide a
established here corresponding to ROIs of an image is effective.
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(note the earlier monitor was characterized to be a sRGB monitor). It was then transformed
to XYZ, and then CIELAB L*, a* and b* values. Only, the L* data were used to construct the
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4. CONCLUSIONS
L* value can
be effectively used to analyze the distribution of eye movements between images. The delta
L
by computing the difference only based on ROIs than that based on entire image. The results
and trend from two experiments were quite consistent, which implies that eye-tracking data
is robust for evaluating image quality study.
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